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Abstract

An engineered approach to the design of mobile
agent applications requires appropriate abstractions for
both the space where agents move and the conceptual
space of mobile agent interaction. The paper introduces
the HiMAT framework for mobile agent applications,
which models the Internet as a collection of hierarchical
domains, where programmable coordination media rule
mobile agent's interaction within each domain and locally
to each node. This provides the designers of mobile agent
systems with a single, coherent framework enabling them
to effectively deal with network topology, authentication,
authorisation and coordination in a uniform way.

1 Introduction

The mobile agent technology promotes a new paradigm for
distributed computing which is particularly suited to the
design and implementation of Internet applications [12, 17].
Distributed applications should no longer be based only on
a set of components assigned to given nodes and remotely
interacting through the network. Instead, they can integrate
active computational entities (mobile agents) capable of
moving to different nodes and locally accessing the
resources they need. This permits to gain in efficiency, save
bandwidth, and make application less sensitive to failures in
the communication network.

Nowadays, researches in the mobile agent area have
been mainly focused on the basic technological issues to
enable Internet mobility. This includes mobile code systems
[12], supports for secure execution [8, 16] and for
interaction between mobile entities [4, 23]. However, we
feel that the novelty and peculiarity of the mobile agent's
paradigm requires not only technological support but also
structural models to precisely define the environment where
agents move and interact.

The general role of mobile agents in Internet
applications is to (i) proactively move through a
multiplicity of different execution frameworks, and (ii)
there interact with local resources and other mobile agents.

Then, an effective model for the engineering of Internet
applications based on mobile agents should define and
structure both (i) the space where agents move and (ii)  the
conceptual space of mobile agent interaction.

From the mobile agent design viewpoint, issue (i) is
essentially a topology one [9]: how agents view the space
they roam, whether their representation is partial or
complete, and whether it is statically given or dynamically
acquired. From the hosting node's viewpoint, the same issue
is related to the notion of agent identity: the space
representation may introduce relationships between nodes
and, then, may influence the agent authentication process
[18].

Issue (ii)  concerns the coordination of mobile agents
and local resources [3, 13]: how their interaction can be
constrained and driven so as to result in a system behaviour
accomplishing the global system's requirements, how a
mobile agent can deal with the heterogeneity of the hosting
nodes, and with the unpredictability of other agents
behaviour. All the above issues are also strictly related to
the authorisation problem [21]: agent mobility and
interaction have to be coherently ruled according to both
global policies, shared by a collection of nodes, and local
policies, specialising the global one according to peculiar
local needs.

The aim of this paper is to introduce the HiMAT
framework for the design and development of mobile agent
applications, aimed at addressing all the issues stressed
above. HiMAT starts from the TuCSoN coordination
model for Internet agents [23], and extends it by allowing
the Internet to be modelled as a collection of hierarchical
locality domains, where agents can exploit programmable
tuple spaces both to coordinate their interactions and to
dynamically acquire knowledge about the space they roam.
On the one hand, locality domains reflect the hierarchical
topology of Internet administrative domains and makes
agent motion and authentication easier to be managed. On
the other hand, TuCSoN programmable tuple spaces
(called tuple centres) uniformly act as both the
authorisation engines providing agents with the knowledge
about the domain resources they can access, and the media
for actually interacting with those resources.



The above features make HiMAT a coherent
framework for mobile agent applications, which enables
system designers to effectively deal with network topology,
authentication, authorisation and coordination, in a uniform
way. This eases application design and leads to the
development of more structured applications, where typical
Internet issues such as heterogeneity and unpredictability
can be addressed, as we show by means of an application
example in the area of distributed information retrieval.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces
some preliminary concepts: it briefly describes the
coordination model adopted (TuCSoN) and discusses its
limitations in terms of topological abstractions. Section 3
presents the HiMAT framework. Section 4 shows a simple
application example for HiMAT, while Section 5 discusses
related works.

2 Preliminaries

HIMAT extends the TuCSoN coordination model [23] with
the aim of fully exploiting its power (mostly relying on its
programmable communication abstractions called tuple
centres), and addressing its limitations in modelling the
space for agent's motion.

2.1 TuCSoN

As shown in [4], the design of Internet applications based
on mobile agents may be strongly influenced by the
coordination model adopted. In particular, coordination
models exploiting tuple spaces à la Linda [5] provide for
many features which are essential in design and
development of Internet applications based on mobile
agents. Among the others, while associative access to
information makes it possible to easily deal with partial
knowledge and dynamicity of the resources, temporal and
spatial uncoupling intrinsically suits autonomous and
dynamic entities like mobile agents.

Starting from the above considerations, TuCSoN
defines an interaction space spread over a collection of
Internet nodes and built upon a multiplicity of independent
tuple-based communication abstractions called tuple
centres [10, 11]. Each tuple centre is associated to a node
and is denoted by a locally unique identifier. Each node
possibly hosts a multiplicity of tuple centres, providing its
own version of the same TuCSoN name space (the set of
the tuple centre identifiers), and virtually implements each
tuple centre as an Internet service. Any tuple centre can
then be identified either via its full Internet (absolute) name
or via its local (relative) name. This supports the double
role of mobile agents as network-aware entities explicitly
accessing to a remote tuple space, and as local entities of
their current execution node. An operation on a remote
tuple centre must be invoked specifying its full Internet
name, as in tcID@some.node?op(tuple) , while a

local tuple centre can be accessed by specifying its local
identifier only, as in tcID?op(tuple) .

To overcome the limits of the Linda model, TuCSoN
tuple centres enhance tuple spaces with the notion of
behaviour specification: each tuple centre can be
programmed so as to implement its own observable
behaviour in response to communication events. Instead of
simply triggering the basic pattern–matching mechanism of
the Linda model, the invocation of any of the TuCSoN
basic communication primitives can be associated to
specific computational activities, called reactions, having a
success/failure transactional semantics. The result of the
invocation of a communication primitive is perceived by
agents as a single-step transition of the tuple centre state,
which combines altogether the effects of the primitive itself
and of all the reactions it triggered. Thus, a new observable
behaviour can be defined for a tuple centre, where global
coordination laws can be embedded.

As shown in [23], coordinating mobile agent's
interaction with TuCSoN leads to several interesting
features:
• interactions related to different application contexts can

be encapsulated and modularised, by exploiting the
multiplicity of the tuple centres, each one separately
and independently programmable;

• agent's interaction protocols can be made independent
of the particular execution framework architecture.
This makes it easy to deal with typical heterogeneity of
an Internet-based application domain, which is a
mandatory issue for the definition of a mobile agent
framework;

• coordination policies can be charged upon
programmable coordination media, thus freeing agents
from the burden of coordination–awareness;

• agent's accesses to resources can be easily controlled,
since they are always mediated by a tuple centre. In
addition, the possibility of programming specific
behaviours enables the definition or enhancement of
any required access control policy.

Obviously, tuple centre coordination does not prevent in
principle direct agent-to-agent communication, which could
be useful in case of data-intensive communication. Instead,
tuple centres simply work as the interaction kernel, and
could be exploited for instance when negotiating the
protocol for establishing a direct communication channel
connecting two agents.

2.2 Modelling the Network

As a pure coordination model, TuCSoN falls short in
modelling complex and secure application environments, as
actually needed to develop real Internet-based application:
the TuCSoN interaction space is flat, and the TuCSoN
model currently neglects some security issues, by assuming
that agent authentication has to be solved by the engine for
mobile agent execution.



Instead, Internet-based applications typically deal with
intrinsically structured domains: (i) Internet nodes are often
grouped in clusters, subject to highly coordinated
management policies and possibly protected by a firewall;
(ii)  large clusters can be further characterised by the
presence of enclosed sub-clusters, in a hierarchical structure
of protected administrative domains. A typical example can
be found in most academic environments: a single large
cluster encloses all the academic nodes and defines basic
management policies; different enclosed clusters, such as
the ones of single research laboratories, provide protected
domains with their own policies, typically under the
administration of a single system manager.

The first observation (i) has led to several proposals
that model the Internet as a collection of locality
abstractions, both in the area of mobile agent systems, such
as MA [8] and Telescript [26], and in the area of distributed
open programming environments, such as ActorSpace [15].
In this context, we propose the place, domain, and gateway
locality abstractions.  The place provides the abstraction for
the mobile agent's execution environment, i.e., the Internet
node, where agents execute their code and interact with
local resources. The domain concept is used to model
subnetworks by grouping a set of places sharing common
policies and privileges. For instance, one domain could
represent a LAN subnetwork of a department and provide
for a security policy common to all the department places.
Specialised security policies may then be defined locally to
each place, in order to provide a fine–grained control of the
interaction with local resources. Finally, mobile agents
moving from one domain to another one rely on a specific
abstraction, the gateway, in charge of inter-domain routing
for both incoming and outgoing agents.

The second consideration (ii)  suggested assuming a
hierarchical structure, where domains can contain both
places and other (sub-)domains. This provides for higher
flexibility in modelling complex network structures, which
are often intrinsically hierarchical, and for a better support
for decentralised management, and also enables the
definition of global policies at different organisation levels,
given the clear separation of all the administrative domains
of a network.

As shown in Figure 1, the distribution of domains on
the network can be represented with a tree structure where
each node is a domain (containing places) and each arc is a
sub-domain gateway. Each hierarchical domain has a most
external gateway (gateway 1 in Figure 1) bridging it with
Internet and enabling communication between different
domains. Here Internet acts as an unstructured
communication network between domains. However, note
that also the internal structure of a domain is Internet-based:
in this context, the distinction is between the portion of the
net modelled hierarchically according to the locality
abstractions defined above, and the rest of the Internet.

The hierarchical definition adds a new meaning to the
role of gateways with respect to a non-hierarchical system.
Besides acting as centralised points for domain access

control, along with authentication of mobile agents,
gateways can be naturally exploited to provide mobile
agents with a multi–layered description of the network
topology, where each gateway only describes a single level
(the structure of its associated domain). This enables a
better management of the system knowledge, by delegating
to each domain (through its gateway) the representation and
management of what is related with its inner structure only,
security issues included.

gateway1

gateway12

gateway13
gateway131

domain1

domain12

domain13

domain131

places

gateway1

gateway12 gateway13

gateway131

domain1

domain12 domain13

domain131

domain/place representation

domain tree representation

Figure 1: Domain/place and domain tree
representations

Moreover, this simplifies the task of mobile agents when
dealing with network topology, since information about
domains can be acquired incrementally on need, whenever
crossing gateways and entering new domains. As a result,
mobile agents, during their migration towards local
resources, could see and gain knowledge only of the sub-
network strictly related with their task and application-
dependent role. By shifting the complexity of knowledge
management from agents to domains and gateways, this
approach avoids the agents need for an a priori, complete
knowledge of the system topology.

In principle, this approach can be used to model both
physical and logical network structures. By grouping the
nodes of a domain according to application/agent identity,
we may easily think of modelling the network according to
the specific needs of every mobile agent application. For
instance, all the nodes delegating gateway G for the
authentication of the agents of the application A belong to
the same logical domain with respect to identity A.
Therefore, several logical, application-dependent, possibly
overlapping trees can then be mapped onto the same
physical network.



3 The HiMAT  framework

HiMAT extends TuCSoN and defines a coherent
framework suitable to supporting all the phases of the life
of a mobile agent. These include its movement over the
network (topology), the verification of its identity
(authentication), the acquisition of the necessary
knowledge and permissions to access resources
(authorisation), and the management of its interactions with
other agents and with local resources (coordination).

3.1 The HiMAT  architecture

The above four aspects are modelled by the overall HiMAT
infrastructure. The first (topology) and the last
(coordination) are achieved by exploiting the features of
TuCSoN extended with a hierarchical framework: the
hierarchical organisation of domains, and the distribution of
programmable tuple centres coordinating interaction,
respectively. In addition, TuCSoN is exploited as the
authorisation engine with respect of resource access, and
gateways are used as filters controlling agent's movement
and domain representation in an application-oriented
environment.

More in detail, the topology aspect of HiMAT is
achieved by exploiting the locality abstractions defined in
Subsection 2.2 to model a network context. Each domain
groups a set of places along with other (sub)-domains,
implicitly defining a tree structure (HiMAT tree). The
hierarchical structure of a HiMAT tree can be explored
traversing each sub-domain gateway. For example, with
respect to the schemata of Figure 2a, mag gateway is a
place of cs  domain (where mag stands for Mobile Agent
Group and cs  for Computer Science Department).

Given this structure, an agent moving along a HiMAT
topology and accessing a new domain through its gateway
can explore the (ordinary) places and gateways belonging
to that domain, as the agent ag1  in Figure 2.

The role of gateways is fundamental to support and
control the execution of the agents roaming along the
network (authentication and authorisation issues).
Gateways are the natural places where to perform the
authentication of incoming agents for its associated
domain, by verifying agents’ identity and by propagating it
by default to all domain's places and sub-gateways. More in
detail, an agent coming from an external Internet source
must be authenticated by a gateway as in common Internet-
based applications with security requirements (i.e. by
relying on public key infrastructures managed by trusted
third-parties). Once that the agent begins the exploration of
the inner topology, deeper gateways could decide to trust
the authentication already performed by the higher gateway
and perform only a weaker form of authentication: for
example, by simply verifying that the agent comes from the
higher gateway (i.e. by relying on an internal public key
infrastructure), as shown in Figure 2b. This permits to gain

in performances and to reduce the complexity of security
requirements in mobile agent applications. Of course, any
gateway is left free to autonomously fully authenticate an
agent, wherever the agent comes from.

Figure 2b: ag1 view  from mag
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Figure 2 : The HiMAT architecture ( white boxes
are place/gateway hidden to the agent; grey boxes
are places/gateways accessible by the agent )

In addition to its authentication role, a gateway works also
as a knowledge repository, providing agents with
information about the structure of its associated domain,
and can filter such information according to agents' identity.
This makes gateways implicitly work as the first
authorisation level of HiMAT. A mobile agent can
dynamically retrieve from a gateway the set of the
accessible places and sub-gateways in the domain, as well
as the set of visible tuple centres locally provided by each
place of the domain. For example, in Figure 2a, the cs
gateway authorises agent ag1  to access the mag sub-
gateway and the csStaff  place but prevents it to access
the lab1  domain, by hiding lab1  existence to ag1 . When
ag1  moves to the mag gateway, as in Figure 2b, it can
access the maglibrary  place only, because the existence
magStaff  is kept hidden to it. In HiMAT gateways, both
the function of dynamic knowledge acquisition and
authorisation are achieved via a single tuple centre,
programmed so as to make agent exploration easier and to
manage the interaction with local resources. This, however,
do not actually force agents to physically move to all the
gateways of a tree to get the required resource information.
According to the TuCSoN model, in fact, agents can
interact with gateways also remotely, possibly performing a
sort of virtual exploration before actually migrating to
some places.



In this paper, we don't address the issue of specific services
definition (i.e. directory, accounting, billing, auditing
services, administration tools). However, we argue that any
required service can be defined and implemented by
exploiting the programmability of tuple centres (for
example, by masking services behind tuples) and their
distribution on the gateways.

3.2 The HiMAT  exploration protocol

To better understand HiMAT, Table 1 reports the scheme of
a possible exploration protocol of a mobile agent moving
through an environment modelled as a HiMAT tree. We
label with network topology the operations executed by the
mobile agent to roam the tree and to deal with HiMAT
locality abstractions, and with local interaction the ones
executed by the mobile agent to interact with local
resources and other mobile agents through the tuple centres
provided by each HiMAT place.

Network topology
<goto d> migration to gateway d
<identify> gateway d authenticates the

agent on behalf of all the
places of its associated domain

?read(subdomlist)
?read(placelist)
?read(commspace)

access to the default tuple
centre of the gateway to obtain
information about domain
structure, in terms of
accessible sub-domains
(subdomlist ), places
(placelist ), and tuple
centres (commspace), filtered
according to agent's identity
and credentials, provides for
the first authorisation level

<for pl in placelist do> exploration of the accessible
places of the domain

< goto pl> migration to place pl

Local interaction
<for tc in commspace do> for all the  visible tuple centres

of place pl
tc?op(Tuple) ask tuple centre tc  of place p

to execute op  over Tuple , if
authorised by pl

Network topology (sub-trees)
<for sd in subdomlist
do>

exploration of the accessible
sub-domains

<goto sd> migration to gateway sd
<...> keep on exploration and

access, in a recursive fashion

Table 1. The HiMAT exploration protocol

The example points out the positive impact of HiMAT on
agent design. First, there is a clear distinction between the
modelling of the space through which mobile agents roam

(network topology) and the management of the interaction
among mobile agents and resources (local interaction). In
addition, HiMAT enables (i) security policies and access
control to be developed in a structured environment where
agents migrate and (ii)  the exploitation of the same
interaction protocol, mediated by the TuCSoN
programmable communication abstractions, to define both
authorisation and coordination policies.

As a result, HiMAT grants the proper level of
autonomy and isolation of each domain (for administrative,
security, management reasons), by making it possible to
find a good balance between the dual issues of security and
usability, enabling at the same time a more structured agent
design.

4 Exploiting HiMAT

Let us consider an application in which mobile agents look
for book references through the Internet nodes of
University libraries. In this scenario, there is generally one
central library and several departmental libraries, along
with a bunch of book collections owned by each research
group. This represents a typical application context suitable
to be addressed by mobile agent technology, as well as an
ideal scenario for our HiMAT model, due to:
• the hierarchical organisation of the context;
• the decentralisation of management control and

decision as well as the presence, potentially at each
level of the hierarchy, of global policies;

• the cooperation required to each domain involved in
the application;

• the intrinsic heterogeneity of local resources.
Let us consider again the Computer Science

department, where the Mobile Agents research Group
operates with its own research library. In this case, the
physical organisation of the network directly maps into a
HiMAT tree with the CS domain (cs ) as the root and all the
research group domains as children, such as the MAG one
(mag). Then, both cs  and mag have a gateway with a
default tuple centre where their internal structure is
recorded.

The mag domain defines some places representing
different agent execution environments (typically Internet
nodes) bound with different local resources. Each place has
tuple centres as communication abstractions handling all
the interactions between agents and resources. In particular,
the two places, maglibrary  and magvarious,  of the
mag domain both provide for the books  tuple centre.
However, the books  tuple centre of maglibrary  keeps
track of already catalogued book only, while the books
tuple centre of magvarious  keeps also track of not–yet
catalogued books.

The application bookreader  is in charge of
exploring the books  tuple centres for finding book
references, by exploiting two classes of agents: the first one
(role ordinary ) has to take into account catalogued



books only; the second one (role advanced ) has to
considers not–yet–catalogued books, too. According to that,
the cs  gateway must authenticate agents’ identity, i.e.,
application identity (bookreader ) and role identity
(either ordinary  or advanced ). The mag gateway, by
its side, can decide to trust cs  and delegate it the
authentication of bookreader  agents.

Once authenticated by the cs  gateway, agents access
its default tuple centre to discover what places are in the
domain and which tuple centres are available. In addition,
agents recognise the presence of an inner gateway, the mag
one, which they may be interested to explore. As
bookreader  agents arrive to the mag gateway, they are
not re-authenticated, since mag delegates this task to cs .
However, based on their role, mag can decide to assign
them a particular view of its internal domain structure. In
particular, in the example:
• A bookreader  agent with ordinary  role

(bookreader:ordinary ), as it comes to the mag
gateway and access its default tuple centre, is made
aware of the maglibrary place only and can access
its books  tuple centre. However, it has no way of
accessing the magvarious  place (Figure 3a).

• A bookreader  agent with advanced  role
(bookreader:advanced ) is made aware of both
the maglibrary  and magvarious  places, and can
access both associated books  tuple centres (Figure
3b).

The capability of providing different tuple centre views to
different agents – achieved by appropriate behaviour
specifications of the default tuple centre – is likely to
notably simplify both agent design and management. In
fact, agents are not in charge of authorisation issues in tuple
centres access, because the gateway simply denies to agents
the possibility of acquiring the knowledge about the
existence of tuple centres they are not authorised to access
to.

A further simplification of agent design comes from
providing to agents with a uniform view of all the resources
of a domain. Let us suppose that the two books  tuple
centres of maglibrary and magvarious  mediate
agent's access to different information structures (Figure 3).
Catalogued books are recorded in the maglibrary place
exploiting a DBMS. The DBMS interfaces with the local
tuple centre books  through a wrapper, which translates
tuples into queries and back answers into tuples. Not–yet–
catalogued books, since they are typically a small number,
are instead directly recorded as tuples of the form
book( Author ,  Title )  in the books  tuple centre
provided by the magvarious  place. The general problem,
then, is that semantically homogeneous information
(concerning books in our example) are often represented in
an heterogeneous way by different information sources.

HiMAT addresses the above problem by considering
that agents dynamically acquire knowledge about the
domain. Moreover, the tuple centres of a domain can be
programmed to dynamically provide agents with a uniform

view of the resources they access. This allows agents to
adopt the same, straightforward interaction protocol,
independently of the (architecture of) their current hosting
node, and makes it possible to deal with heterogeneity. Let
us suppose agents ask both books  tuple centres for tuples
bookTitle( Title ) . On the one hand, the
maglibrary  tuple centre can be programmed to
dynamically produce a tuple representing a DBMS query,
put it into the tuple centre, get the consequent answer tuple,
and translating it into tuples of the form
bookTitle( Title ) . On the other hand, the
magvarious  tuple centre can be programmed to
dynamically transform the tuples in the form
book( Author , Title )  already stored into tuples of
the form bookTitle( Title ) .
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DBMS other
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mag gatewayFigure 3a: the bookreader:ordinary view
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Figure 3: An example of HiMAT application space

5 Related works

Despite the great deal of activity in the mobile agent area
[17], only a few proposals focus on the definition of a
comprehensive model extensively supporting the migration
of agents in a structured environment and the coordination
of their interaction with information resources.

Most of the systems focus on how to support mobile
agent applications to allow agent motion in the unstructured
Internet network, thus generally assuming flat (single-level)
architectures (Aglets [19], Ara [24], D'Agents [14],
Jumping Beans [1]). Telescript [26] proposes a limited form
of hierarchy (i.e. Telescript's nested places), whose goal is
simply to provide a mechanism to manage policies with
raising degrees of security on the same interpreter, called
engine. Differently from HiMAT, Telescript does not



exploit its nested places to develop a hierarchical topology
mapping both the organisation structure and the application
spaces.

As far as security is concerned, all the systems cited
above support traditional cryptographic mechanisms and
exploits general-porpoise protocols [25, 27]. They also
define basic solutions to deal with authorisation by means
of resource access control lists [1] and credentials (called
allowances in Ara). Basic security mechanisms could be
sufficient to develop some applications in unstructured
environments. However, when considering more complex
scenarios, we argue that security should be strictly
integrated with the organisation topology and exploited to
define protocols to rule the motion of agents within the
organisation network. In this paper we only sketched the
HiMAT security model, which exploits all the mechanisms
usually employed for Internet applications and integrates
them with tuple centres and the gateway hierarchy. The
actual definition and formalisation of HiMAT security
support is in progress.

To the best of our knowledge, the only proposals
which addresses the issue of the hierarchical structure of
many Internet application domains and explicitly models
the migration of active entities across protected domains are
Ambit [6] and Discovery [20]. However, both the above
models fall short in supporting agent exploration and in
providing for suitable coordination abstractions.

More in general, the lack of appropriate coordination
models is a common weakness of several today's mobile
agent systems. Most of them rely on message passing for
inter-agent communication and on the client-server model
for access to the local information system [17]. As already
discussed in this paper, these approaches often do not suit
Internet applications based on mobile agents. The notion of
programmable coordination medium [10], exploited by
TuCSoN in HiMAT, has been already applied in the ACLT
system, which exploits programmable tuple spaces for the
coordination of distributed applications based on intelligent
heterogeneous agents [11]. In the context of mobile agents,
MARS [3] adopts programmable tuple spaces for mobile
agent coordination. Developed in the context of an
affiliated project, MARS is mostly oriented to network
management duties, rather than to handle accesses to highly
dynamic and heterogeneous information sources. The
PageSpace project [7] aims to define a general architecture
for the coordination of Internet agents: interactions occur
via Linda tuple spaces that are not programmable in itself.
Instead, special-purpose agents are provided, which are
capable of accessing the space permits and changing its
content to influence the coordination activity of the
applications agents. The ActorSpace model [15] provides a
comprehensive framework for building agent ensembles
which addresses the coordination issue explicitly, but
provides no support for agent exploration. However, none
of the above coordination systems addresses in an
integrated way the issues of authentication and

authorisation in the accesses to the coordination media,
which is instead one of the key–features of HiMAT.

6 Conclusions

HiMAT provides a comprehensive and uniform solution to
several critical problems raising when designing and
developing mobile agent applications, such as topology,
authentication, authorisation and coordination. This is
achieved by exploiting both locality abstractions for
modelling agent's motion through application domains, and
programmable communication abstractions for managing
agent's interaction.

At the time of writing, we are completing the
implementation of a mobile agent system fully supporting
the HiMAT model. This system is being implemented by
integrating the Java implementations of the MA mobile
agent system (which also provides for MASIF compliance
[22]) and TuCSoN. Further work will be devoted to a
deeper investigation of the issues of the HiMAT security
and access control models, as well as on the identification
of suitable high-level design patterns for mobile agent
applications to be used for HiMAT application development
[2].
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